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Sterling Juvenile, United States, 2002. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 210 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. From blastoff to splashdown, from the first dog sent flying in a rocket to
the first man to walk on the moon, explore the wild world of outer space! By traveling with your
pencil from dot-to-dot, you can see the exciting ships, shuttles, and probes launched into the
stratosphere--and learn how humans began to explore the planets. Count on getting a view of the
earliest liquid-fuel rockets; of Sputnik, the first Earth satellite; of Saturn V, which went to the moon;
of the Apollo launch pad and craft; of Skylab, Voyagers I and II, Galileo, Mir, and more. There s all
the cool equipment, too, like the Hubble Space Telescope and the Mars Global Surveyor. And, for
every one, there are tasty little bites of information to let you know all about the missions, men, and
machines that brought us closer to the stars.
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A superior quality publication and the font utilized was intriguing to read. I could comprehended every little thing using this composed e publication. You
will like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Dem a r io Tr a ntow-- Mr . Dem a r io Tr a ntow

A very great pdf with lucid and perfect explanations. It really is rally interesting throgh reading time period. You wont really feel monotony at at any
moment of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you question me).
-- K esha un Schneider-- K esha un Schneider
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